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Single mother-of-two Sara Faizi from Afghanistan
faced a dead end when she arrived in Bulgaria in
2018: The former bank branch operations manager

needed a job but neither spoke the local language nor had
any contacts.  An energetic Bulgarian, Iva Gumnishka, 25,
and her social enterprise Humans In The Loop (HITL) lent
her a hand, linking Faizi to work created by the booming
machine learning and artificial intelligence industry.
“Before I couldn’t take any job because I had to take care
of the kids. Now I can work from home and the job is
easy,” Faizi said.

The 31-year-old is among an estimated 1,500 to 2,000
refugees - mostly from Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria - who
have settled over the past five years in Bulgaria, the EU’s
poorest member where state aid for them is almost non-
existent. The work for HITL is project-based and requires
only a computer and Internet connection. It includes the
collection, sorting and categorization of various types of
images and data necessary to power algorithms essential
to AI technology, Gumnishka told AFP in her enterprise’s
tiny office and classroom in Sofia. 

The data is then used for products ranging from aug-
mented reality games to smart drones, CCTV face recog-
nition, or even self-driving cars for clients from around the
world, she added. HITL grew out of the English and digital
skills classes that the Bulgarian started giving to a handful
of refugees in Sofia two years ago in a bid to help them
find work as freelancers. Gumnishka then decided to tap

this “very specific niche” to directly link refugees to work
from start-ups in Europe and the US that did not require
any particular skills or knowledge of the language. It was
also a market that was set to grow, she said.

‘Had to Google it’ 
Having no technical background herself, she remem-

bered with a smile an early conversation with a client ask-
ing her if the company was able to provide a certain AI-
related task. “I answered: ‘Yes’ and then had to Google it
to find out what it was,” said Gumnishka, who studied
human rights at Columbia University in New York before
returning to Bulgaria. But she has become an expert on the
work since then, often personally training her team that
grew to include about 100 refugees in Sofia within a year
and a half. 

As the volume of work from clients expanded,
Gumnishka decided it would be even more beneficial to
send work directly to conflict-affected regions.  HITL
teamed up with Roia, a non-profit organisation training
young people in Syria and Syrian refugees in Turkey, and
WorkWell, which organizes various digital courses for
refugees and other vulnerable people in Iraq.

Together, the three organizations have so far trained
and employed on various projects 150 people in Syria,
Turkey and Iraq, mostly refugees, women and young-
sters. “The best thing about working on projects is that
it isn’t tiring and you can work anywhere at any time,”

Syrian refugee Shyar Qader Ali, who lives with his fami-
ly in a camp in Iraq, said in comments emailed by
WorkWell. The 21-year-old earned enough money as
freelancer to start a small business in his camp fixing
mobile phones.

‘Ethical rewards’ 
Roia CEO Khaled Shaaban said the HITL projects have

opened up new employment prospects for youngsters,
whose only other options were jobs on the black market or
working for donors or armed groups. “The biggest chal-
lenge now is to secure more clients. We don’t want dona-
tions, we want people to hire us,” Shaaban said. What of
the possibility that a vulnerable workforce might be taken
advantage of through this form of insecure work?

WorkWell figures emailed to AFP showed that 76
workers made approximately $12,500 from completing
seven projects between May and Dec 2019. Qader Ali was
among the most active, earning $1,300 on his last project.
Back in Sofia, Gumnishka insisted she never used the fact
that HITL works with refugees as a selling point to clients
and added that the high quality of the work ensured that
all workers would be ethically rewarded.

“We mostly insist that these people are really very well
prepared and trained, that they work in small dedicated
teams, that they have supervisors working with them, so
our quality that we provide to our clients is the most
important thing,” she said. — AFP 

Digital lifeline for refugees in Bulgaria and beyond 

Washington Watch 

As nations bicker, 
a greener future 
evolves in finance 

Away from the toxic atmosphere at climate summit
talks, in boardrooms, banks and trading houses, a
transformation in green finance is under way. Its

backers hope it could profitably help save the planet.
Regardless of the politics of climate change, there is real
money to be made today in the exploding market for
bonds and other instruments invested in environmentally
sustainable projects. But in the final analysis, uniform
regulation derived from collective political action will be
vital both for the markets and for the planet itself,
observers acknowledge.

Hard-nosed US investors in fields such as solar panels
are not necessarily driven by anxiety about global warm-
ing, Climate Bonds Initiative chief executive Sean Kidney
said. “Most of them are Republicans for god’s sake,” he
said at a conference on climate finance organized by the
European Bank of Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) in London. “They care only about price,” he
added, predicting the transition to a low-carbon future
would generate $90 trillion investment by 2050 in areas
including low-energy cooling, urban farming and greener
transport.

Kidney’s independent organization certifies “green
bonds” issued by governments, municipalities and com-
panies whose proceeds are devoted to sustainable devel-

opment. Notable issuers last month included the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority in New York, one
of a slew of US cities unwilling to wait on President
Donald Trump’s climate-skeptic administration as they
vie to adapt their creaking infrastructures to a low-car-
bon future.

Tipping point 
The investment community more broadly is running

ahead of climate politics, which have been stymied by the
refusal of the United States and other major economies
to chart a way forward on the 2015 Paris accord.
BlackRock, the world’s biggest asset management fund,
shook the industry last month by announcing it would
transition out of coal-based investments. “Climate risk
has become mainstream (for investors). It does feel we
have reached a tipping point,” said Nick Anderson, board
member of International Financial Reporting Standards,
which is crafting new climate guidance for company
accountants.

In 2019, the green bonds market worldwide expanded
by more than half to about $258 billion, and further
breakneck growth is expected this year, according to the
Climate Bonds Initiative. Departments at major banks in
charge of environmental, social and governance (ESG)
matters, once a backwater in high finance, now have real
teeth as banks get serious about profitable alternative
investments and their wider public image.

Environmental finance is “absolutely real and tangi-
ble”, said Alexandra Basirov, global head of sustainable
finance for financial institutions at French bank BNP
Paribas. Banks such as BNP and ING have pioneered
lower-interest loans that give greener projects an edge
over more carbon-intensive ones. But Basirov also cau-

tioned at last week’s EBRD conference: “Ultimately mar-
kets don’t operate efficiently without adequate data.”
Therein lies the rub for many engaged in the ESG busi-
ness: How to tally assets at risk from climate change, and
how to quantify the risk itself given the array of cata-
strophic outcomes in store as temperatures rise.

Green for greenbacks 
Credit risk agencies have been writing new models

that seek to calculate corporate exposure, such as the
weight of assets that companies already hold in poten-
tially obsolete carbon investments. Green investments are
already turning into greenbacks for firms, according to
James Leaton, vice president for climate risk at Moody’s
Investors Service. Sustainable projects show a “lower
default rate” because investors see them as more future-
proof and creditworthy, he said.

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures, an initiative launched by former New York
mayor and now US presidential candidate Michael
Bloomberg, aims to rationalize what companies must
report to investors on their climate exposure. In the
acronym-heavy field of climate finance, central banks are
also getting in on the act. One initiative derived from the
Paris accord is the Network for Greening the Financial
System (NGFS), a platform for central bankers to examine
the global financial risks of climate change. A notable hold-
out has been the US Federal Reserve, hobbled by Trump’s
vocal objections to climate action. Fed chief Jerome Powell
hinted last month that it might soon sign up. Morgan
Despres, head of the NGFS secretariat and deputy chief of
the financial stability department at the Banque de France,
told AFP that network staffers were in contact with Fed
counterparts “on a regular basis”. — AFP 

Angry and vindicated
By Dr James J Zogby 

In January, the Israeli daily newspaper, Haaretz, ran
an article, “Secret Israeli Document Reveals Plan to
Keep Arabs Off Their Lands.” I found the piece

unsettling for several reasons. Given the headline, at
first I thought the story was going to be about Israel’s
policies in the West Bank where Israel’s military admin-
istration has, since the beginning of the occupation, set
aside large areas of the territories as “closed” to
Palestinians, presumably for reasons of “security.” Other
areas were designated “green spaces” - which, while
appearing to be an environmental designation, simply
meant that Palestinians couldn’t build on or otherwise
make use of these lands.

Over time both the “closed” and the “green spaces”
gave way to settlements - since that had been Israel’s
intention in the first place. For example, the massive
Israeli settlement called Har Homa was built on a hill of
Palestinian-owned land between Bethlehem and
Jerusalem, called Jabal Abul Ghnaim. Early on, Israel
zoned the jabal “a green space.” Their concern wasn’t to
keep it “green;” it was to keep Palestinian owners from
using the land until Israel was ready to build a Jewish-
only settlement on that same location. 

As I began to read the Haaretz story, however, I real-
ized that it wasn’t about Israel’s current practices in the
territories occupied in 1967. Rather, it was about the
Israeli defense establishment’s decades-long effort to
bury or suppress documentation of the very same land-
grab practices that the Israelis had implemented during
the first few years of their state.

Haaretz, to its credit, has been running quite a few of
these historical pieces exposing the outrageous policies
Israel used to “ethnically cleanse” Palestinians from
their land in order to insure that the new state was
“more Jewish and less Arab.” As I’ve read each of these
articles, I must say that my reactions have ranged from
anger to indignation to vindication.

I’ve felt angry and indignant because 40 years ago,
when I first wrote about these same practices in a little
book titled, “Palestinians: The Invisible Victims,” I was
denounced by major pro-Israel and American Jewish
organizations for my anti-Israel views. Back then, these
mainstream groups were operating in much the same
way as today’s shadowy Canary Mission or Campus
Watch. They created defamatory and threatening back-
ground briefs on Arab American writers and activists. 

And they would use these briefs to pressure col-
leges, radio, and TV programs to disinvite us. They
accused us distorting history, fabricating lies, and being
motivated by an anti-Jewish animus. Of course, we were
doing none of the above. We were merely reporting on
the history of what Israel had done and was still doing
to remove Palestinians from their lands and to deny
them their rights.

When I now read the very same history in an Israeli
newspaper, I can’t help think of the price so many Arab
American intellectuals and activists were forced to pay
for simply telling the truth. So, yes, I am angry and
indignant. At the same time, I feel somewhat vindicated
that despite the heavy-handed efforts of major
American Jewish groups to silence our voices, the truth
is finally coming out.

One final aspect of the article that I found intriguing
was the effort expended and the means used by Israeli
authorities to bury the historical record that would
prove the grave injustices they committed in establish-
ing their state.  According to the Haaretz article, this
record includes evidence of “the looting and destruc-
tion of Arab villages during the Independence War
[and]...evidence of acts of expulsion and testimony
about camps set up for captives.”

What the article makes clear is that the “cover up”
was not only designed to hide the truth, but to provide
Israeli propagandists the opportunity to disingenuously
“question” whether these thing even happened or to
simply deny that they happened at all and then discredit
those who said otherwise. As one official quoted in the
article says about the imperative of hiding any docu-
mentation of what Israel had done to the Palestinians, “if
someone writes that the horse is black, if the horse isn’t
outside the barn, then he can’t ever prove that it’s really
black.” The lesson: if you hide the records or destroy, no
historian can prove it ever happened.

The Israeli plan in a nutshell: first, whitewash history
denying all the claims made about the repressive poli-
cies put in place; then denounce anyone who refuses to
accept this fictional account of “history”; and finally,
hide from the public as much of the real history is pos-
sible - so that it becomes difficult to counter the “white-
washed” fictive historical narrative.

In the end, what is especially disturbing about this
Israeli practice, is that it is still their modus operandi.
They continue to dispossess Palestinians of their lands
using the same tactics which they used to “Judaize the
Galilee.” In the early 1950’s, Israelis used the
Emergency Defense Regulations they inherited from the
British to declare any Palestinian area “closed.” 

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute

A photograph taken on Dec 15, 2019 shows an employee working on a computer during a training at the Humans In the Loop (HITL) office in Sofia. — AFP 

Port chaos 
leaves Liberian 
fuel pumps dry

Liberians have faced long queues at petrol pumps for
nearly two weeks as sloppy bookkeeping and poor
port infrastructure have triggered economically

damaging fuel shortages. Incorrect fuel-reserve figures in
the impoverished West African country partly led to the
shortage, which has dragged on since late January, an
industry official said. But an un-dredged port in the capital
Monrovia has also prevented large fuel tankers from dock-
ing, according to port and government officials.

Liberia’s Commerce Minister Wilson Tarpeh told AFP the
shortage has caused an “economic downtrend”, without giv-
ing precise figures. Consumers are spending less on house-
hold items as fuel prices rise, he said, and businesses are
operating under capacity. Liberia suffers frequent fuel short-
ages, but the current one has lasted an unusually long time.
Queues forming before dawn at petrol stations are now
commonplace, and scarcity has forced taxis and buses to
hike fares. 

“I have been here since 5:00 am but until now I am yet to
receive gasoline,” said Victor Gray, 45, at a Monrovia petrol
station at 8:00 am this week. “I think the kids will miss class
today,” he added, exhausted after he and his children slept in
the car. The shortage is another blow to President George
Weah, who is under increasing pressure to improve living

conditions in the country of some 4.8 million people. He
inherited an economy already devastated by back-to-back
civil wars from 1989 to 2003, and by the 2014-2016 West
Africa Ebola outbreak. Inflation is now running at about 30
percent, according to the World Bank, which has incited
anger and protests. Compounding economic difficulties,
fuel scarcity means it is harder to move goods around the
country. “My store is empty,” said Anthony Kai, who sells
dried goods in the town of Zwedru, some 550 km east of
Monrovia. “Very soon the population will lack the neces-
sary things they need,” he added.

Clogged port 
Fuel distributors which overstated their reserves are

also partly to blame for the shortage, according to an offi-
cial from the Liberia Petroleum Refinery Company (LPRC)
who requested anonymity. The LPRC is a state-owned
company charged with ensuring a consistent oil supply.
The greater problem, officials say, is that large petrol
tankers have been unable to dock in the port of Monrovia
for weeks because of unusually shallow waters. 

Silt and detritus have accumulated in the port since
summer, when heavy rains prevented crews from dredging,
said the managing director of the National Port Authority,
Bill Tweahway. Ships with a draft of more than 10 m can no
longer enter the port, Tweahway said, although smaller
ones can still dock, which has averted a crisis.  The gov-
ernment said it would start dredging, after which ships
with a draft of over 13 m would be able to dock. 

Losses and frustration 
Liberia is also expanding the port so that more than one

vessel can dock at a time, Weah’s office told AFP, pointing

to the port as the main cause of the fuel shortage. An
importer who declined to be named said that businesses
are losing “a huge amount of money” chartering several
smaller ships rather than one freighter. But a foreign official
in Monrovia, who declined to be named, said the smaller
ships meant that some petrol was still arriving. “I don’t
think this is an existential crisis, just a screw-up,” he said.

Everyday frustration is nonetheless rife. Civil servant
Emmanuel Gaye said he would not be able to afford his fare
to work if the fuel shortage lasts another week, since it has
doubled. “We can’t continue like this,” said Solomon Fayah,
a driver, sitting in a fuel queue in Monrovia. — AFP 

The driver of a rickshaw waits in line outside a fuel station
during a fuel shortage in Monrovia on Feb 5, 2020. — AFP 


